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 ARKANSAS DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION
Affidavit for Cigarette Stamp Refund Claim
CIG-RC Form
-
Affidavit For Cigarette Stamp Refund Claim Form (R 04/01/16)
Send completed form along with supporting manufacturer documents to:  
Miscellaneous Tax 
PO Box 896
Little Rock, AR 72203-0896
Acting as the Stamp Deputy for this business, I state under oath that the damaged and/or unsellable cigarettes with Arkansas Revenue Stamps affixed were returned to the manufacturer for credit on the date shown above. I request a refund which is the par value of the Arkansas State Revenue Stamps affixed to the returned cigarette packs. Attached are the documents from the manufacturer attesting to the number of returned damaged and/or unsellable packs as well as the type of stamp(s) affixed.
$1.394
$1.116
Value of Stamps Affixed
Par Value Per Pack
Number of Packs
AR - 25 CT
AR - 20 CT
Type of Stamp Affixed
$0.194
$0.243
MO BZ  - 25 CT
MO BZ  - 20 CT
$1.285
$1.028
OK BZ  - 25 CT
OK BZ  - 20 CT
LA BZ  - 25 CT-Effective April 1, 2016
$1.350
$1.080
LA BZ  - 20 CT-Effective April 1, 2016
TN BZ  - 25 CT
$0.788
$0.631
 
TN BZ  - 20 CT
Total Refund Claimed:
Sign
Here
Print
Here
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